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Connect Stratasys  
printers to your  
smart factory



Improve productivity through the power of information. 
MTConnect and the Stratasys Connectivity SDK make it 
easy to integrate your 3D printers with your manufacturing 
data network to analyze and manage performance. 
Improve factory floor efficiency using data received 
from your printers and manage them through software 
applications that streamline the design-to-production 
workflow. Integrate yourself or choose one of our Alliance 
partners that have already integrated Stratasys into their 
end solution.

How it works 

MTConnect and the Stratasys Connectivity SDK provides 
APIs and documentation that allows a developer to 
integrate Stratasys printers. Typical use cases include 
managing and optimizing printer operations using 
dashboards that let you see and control various aspects of 
printer operation.
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MTConnect and Stratasys Connectivity SDK

• MTConnect  

  MTConnect is a manufacturing communication 
protocol that enables data to be extracted from a 
diverse range of manufacturing equipment including 
3D printers. Data examples include production 
metrics, energy use and equipment effectiveness.

• Printer Connectivity SDK

  The Connectivity API allows MES and ERP software 
applications to communicate with your printers to 
execute tasks such as scheduling print jobs and 
monitoring printer status. This API can be used 
together with MTConnect for complete two-way 
communication enabling printer control and collection 
of data.

The Connectivity SDK’s are compatible with Stratasys 
Fortus® printers, the F900™, the F770™ and 
F123™ Series printers. MTConnect is available on 
Fortus 380mc™, Fortus 450mc™, F770, F900, and 
Fortus 900mc™ printers.



Turn data into intelligence

The more you know about your manufacturing operations, 
the more opportunity you have to improve and optimize 
them. Communication with and from your 3D printers 
allows you to manage and assess utilization, gather 
important diagnostic and production information, and 
ultimately use this to improve overall shop floor efficiency 
and productivity.

Integrate and Scale

Integration of Stratasys software and hardware into 
PLM and MES business platforms allows for scalability 
and efficiency when deploying Stratasys printers on 
your manufacturing floor. Connectivity also enables 
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new business paradigms like on-demand distributed 
manufacturing and offers more control by integrating with 
digital rights management and security software.

Tailor your connectivity solutions

Our connectivity solutions are developed with industry-
leading software developers to satisfy different data needs 
and printer management requirements. This gives you the 
flexibility to choose the connectivity solution best suited to 
your needs. Typical capabilities include:

• Sending print tasks to the printer

• Changing print queues

• Receiving streaming information from the printer
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Tap into your 3D printer’s full potential 

Maximize your 3D printer investment with the information available through Stratasys Connectivity. Gain greater insight 
into printer utilization and performance. Give shop floor schedulers visibility to your 3D printing operations. Reduce printer 
downtime through optimized printer diagnostics and maintenance.

Stratasys Connectivity gives you smart-factory capabilities that increase productivity and profitability. 

To learn more about Stratasys Connectivity,  
contact your Stratasys representative. 

Visit https://www.stratasys.com/connectivity

Or email apisupport@stratasys.com.
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